The Leverhulme Trust Board, through the Research Awards Advisory Committee, is offering approximately 100 Fellowships to individuals for original research. The awards are not available simply as replacement for past support from other sources. They do not provide a post or position for the applicant, but can provide replacement costs and research expenses to assist the award holder to carry out a research project.

Eligible applicants

Applicants must:

· hold a post in a UK institution of higher education, or in a museum, art gallery or comparable institution that will extend beyond the duration of the Fellowship
· be experienced researchers, particularly those prevented by routine duties from undertaking or completing a research programme
· be resident in the United Kingdom at the time of application
· be a permanent member of the UK scholarly community and able to demonstrate an established track record in their chosen area of research

Priority will be given to applicants whose teaching and administrative duties have significantly impacted their ability to undertake research in the 3 years prior to their application.

Candidates who have held a Research Fellowship may apply for a second award, but at least seven years should have elapsed since the previous application. Candidates who have held an International Fellowship are eligible to apply if at least three years have elapsed between their application for the International Fellowship and the Research Fellowship

Eligible fields

Applications will be considered in all subject areas with the following exceptions:

· studies of disease, illness and disabilities in humans and animals, or research that is intended to inform clinical practice or the development of medical applications

There are two reasons for this: substantial funding is available from other sources for applied medical research; the Trust’s priority is to support investigations of a fundamental nature.
Support not offered by the research fellowships

Research Fellowships do not provide support for:

- independent scholars
- those registered or intending to register for or waiting to have work examined for degrees, doctoral studies, professional or vocational qualifications (whether or not connected with the application being submitted for consideration); the scheme does not provide support for PhDs or any other degrees or programmes of study
- those working in a post which is wholly or predominantly research focused at the time of application. There is no provision under this scheme for replacement costs or loss of earnings for staff employed on short-term research contracts seeking release from these research duties
- applications where the primary cost is for Research Assistance are not eligible

Duration and timing

Fellowships are tenable for between 3 and 24 months. Fellows are required to commit a minimum of 75% of their time to the Fellowship research project during their award period. Fellowships must be taken up between 1 June 2023 and 1 May 2024.

Value

The amount of an award depends on the nature of the work proposed and individual circumstances, but the maximum total value of a Fellowship is £65,000. Fellowships assist with reasonable replacement costs and research expenses. Applications for replacement costs will be considered from those in full- or part-time continuing posts (where leave of absence is granted on full pay).

Joint/group applications

Research Fellowships are open to individuals who wish to undertake a piece of original research. Where more than one researcher wishes to seek funds for the same project, each person should submit a separate application and clearly demonstrate what his or her specific contribution to the project will be. Each application will be treated on its own merits, and applicants should be aware that the Committee may decide not to fund all individuals seeking funds for the same project.

Applications to other funding bodies

Applicants may apply without prejudice to other funding bodies. If applications for identical projects are successful it would be expected that only one award (i.e. either the Leverhulme or another) would be accepted. If applications for either wholly or partly different projects are successful there should be no duplication in the budget headings funded by the Trust and another body.

Please note that you may submit only one application for a Research Fellowship per round. Previously unsuccessful applicants may reapply.
You may not apply for both an International Fellowship and a Research Fellowship in the same year.

Your application must be approved by an administrative officer on behalf of your employing institution. This officer (institutional approver) will be asked to confirm, on behalf of your department and institution that:

- you will be granted the period and proportion of time requested in the Duration and timing section
- if replacement costs are requested, you will be in receipt of your normal salary during tenure of the award and the institution will provide such cover as set out in the Finance section
- if research expenses are sought, this request has the support of the head of department/school and institution

Therefore you must ensure that your head of department is in full agreement with all of the content of your application before you submit this for institutional approval. It is your responsibility to ensure that you complete your application in time for your institution to process it and that the details are all correct (particularly the financial ones). The Trust strongly recommends that you submit your application for institutional approval at least five working days before the closing date of 4pm on 10 November 2022.

Practising artists

Practising artists should provide online access to up to 12 photographs or images, or a short example of film or music, as appropriate. Please include the link to these examples of your work in your Detailed Statement of Proposed Research.

Application queries

Telephone: 020 7042 9862/9861/9863
Email: grants@leverhulme.ac.uk